
Dear Parents,

Half term seemed to come and go in no time, but it does appear to have brought
some calmer weather at last, following a period of storms. I sincerely hope that
everyone got the chance for a little bit of rest and recuperation during the week
off, in what has already been a very busy term to date.

Life at Town Close is never quiet with no end of learning happening in not only the
classroom but also beyond, through the wonderful array of opportunities that
happen throughout the course of the day. However, the happiness and joy that are
permanently on the faces of the children tells the real story. 

The Prep Department assembly this morning was very busy, but perfectly captured
the buzz that is around School. We started with both Pearl and Eden regaling us
with musical pieces, before we celebrated the sporting successes of the School
across hockey, netball and cross-country. In addition, many individuals had
achieved success in their chosen co-curricular pursuits over the course of half
term, with certificates, medals and badges awarded for LAMDA, cheerleading,
skiing and drama before announcing the individual winners from storytelling week.
We finished with no less than 65 Headmaster’s Commendations awarded over the
last two weeks for outstanding work in the classroom.

The rest of the day has continued in a similar vein, with Nursery children, in their
capacity as fire and police officers “interviewing” me in Pre Prep, Year 5 and 6
swimming squad impressing at lunchtime and multiple classes making full use of
the grounds throughout the day.

Whatever the weekend may bring, I hope it carries as much joy as the last week
has for us here at Town Close. 

With best wishes
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